Nicke_AGM:
<><><><><><><><><><><><><><><>><><><<><><BEGIN   MISSION><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><>

OPS_Varel:
::takes the OPS position on the smaller battle bridge::

XO_Ktarn:
::on the battle bridge::

SCl_Kem:
:: at SCI station on battle bridge... monitoring sensors ::

CTO_Ross:
::atr seccondary tac in AUX controle::

OPS_Varel:
::checks on the status of the repairs::

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: the ship is a disaster...wires and shorts are still evident all over the ship

CSO_Grant:
::finishes up inspecting Methane research lab, gives stern lecture to tech warning of dangers to Federation::

XO_Ktarn:
FCO: ETA till we reach the system?

CO_Ber:
::in quarters.going over ship's reports::

XO_Ktarn:
CSO: are you picking the tug up on sensors yet?

SCl_Kem:
:: wonders what CSO's fascination with methane is... wonders if he's ever smelled Klingon methane ::

CSO_Grant:
::makes a note of the labs condition to give to Ens, Kem'et::

FCO_Dumb:
CO: five min sir

OPS_Varel:
XO:  Sir..  the bridge has been completely sealed off to all but a select few of my DC teams..  We're focusing on M.E. right now, since that is where most of the damge is..

CTO_Ross:
Xo: sir, if you want, I can send you a full report of the damage to tactical systems, but in short, they are pretty mutch dead. the storm crew apperently was hoping to get the ship back to their base for repairs, so they disabled, or damaged everything else...

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: Abrams condition worsens

XO_Ktarn:
::gets an report from SFHQ::

CSO_Grant:
*XO* :'ll check with the duty officer on battle bridge

XO_Ktarn:
OPS: we getting a new bridge moudle::

FCOAbrams:
::unconcious in sickbay::

XO_Ktarn:
Ross: take the SSH off line.

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: Engineering is a disaster

OPS_Varel:
XO:  Good..  I'll have my teams make any preparations they can enroute, but I doubt there is much we can do until we arrive back at the base..

CSO_Grant:
*SCI_Kem*: any sign of tug on scanners?

SCl_Kem:
*CSO*:  Tug approaching.  Approximately 5 minutes out.

CO_Ber:
::gets up and heads for the TL::

XO_Ktarn:
Ops: hail the tug

OPS_Varel:
*Torbin to DC 1-3* Prepare the Main Bridge for the new module as much as possible

CTO_Ross:
Xo: sir, it's dead as well... the holoemitters are shot, and the power genorators or offline. but I'll still run it thru the computer though... ::tells computer to shut down remaining functionin areas of the SSH::

OPS_Varel:
XO:  Aye..  ::hails the tug::  Hailing freqs. open sir

CSO_Grant:
*XO*tug is on its way

OPS_Varel:
<DC 1-3>  *Torbin* Ack. sir

XO_Ktarn:
Ross: delete the progarm from the computer.  And make sure its deleted

XO_Ktarn:
*grant*:everywell

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: The med bays are still full

OPS_Varel:
::looks up at that comment::

CO_Ber:
TL: battle bridge

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: the prisoners are crowded in the holding bays 

FCOAbrams:
::begins to convulse on the biobed::

CSO_Grant:
:: heads to Microbiology lab::

SCl_Kem:
XO:  We should use other cargo bays to substitute for med lab.

XO_Ktarn:
FCO: take us out of warp

FCO_Dumb:
XO: aye

SCl_Kem:
XO:  and by the way.  The prisoners are over crowded.  Can we space them :: evil grin ::

FCO_Dumb:
::drops out of warp::

XO_Ktarn:
Kem: no we can not.

CTO_Ross:
::Looks up at K'tarn:: K'tarn: aye sir.... *computer*: delete program: SSH, complete. authorization: Ross, gamma sigma romio 1 alpha 1. <computer>: confirmed... deleting... deleted. K'tarn:it's gone sir, all of it.

CSO_Grant:
::inspects microbiology lab, stares into soul of technician to insure loyalty::

FCO_Dumb (Sound - Warp\@Out.wav):

CO_Ber:
::up to Bridge level......<TL>:Ber: open....

SCl_Kem:
:: shows disappointment ::

XO_Ktarn:
OPS:How long till the tug arrives?

OPS_Varel:
::monitors the status of the damage control teams in M.E.

CO_Ber:
::hmm, been a while......second left through this corridor::

SCl_Kem:
*medical*:  Please use cargo bays 1 & 2 for overflow patients.

OPS_Varel:
XO:  about 5 minutes sir..

SCl_Kem:
<medical staff>: acknowledged.

CSO_Grant:
::checks serial numbers of phage samples, finds three out of order. Demands explanation from tech::

XO_Ktarn:
Ross: any more probelm since you increased sec patrols?

CO_Ber:
::walks up to security door for  the Battle Bridge:: Code Ber gamma341....Co.

CSO_Grant:
::orders tech to reorganize everything yesterday::

CO_Ber:
::doors open...he enters::

SCl_Kem:
:: continues monitoring sensors.  Monitors nanite experiment on other screen ::

OPS_Varel:
::nods to the CO::

XO_Ktarn:
all: Captain on deck

CTO_Ross:
Xo: sir, none sir. here was one persone who was doing unauthorized repaires on the main computer, and he was arrested, but other than that, the corridores have been empty of activity other than the repair crews.

MedTechEd:
::walks up to Abrams to inspect his artificial limbs and notices he is convulsing::

CO_Ber:
::well at least something  on this ship is in one piece::

FCO_Dumb:
::misses Ens Spencer::

CO_Ber:
::nods at Torbin::

CSO_Grant:
::leaves Microbiology lab::

XO_Ktarn:
CO: sir the tug is four mintues away we are waiting here till they arrive

CSO_Grant:
::heads to chemistry lab::

FCO_Dumb:
::thinks Spencer was so cute::

SCl_Kem:
:: attempts to reprogram nanites to affect repairs of damaged micro systems ::

MedTechEd:
::hurries to the portable stabilizer and plops it on Abrams::

CO_Ber:
::takes seat.......::XO: very good.

CSO_Grant:
::enters Chemistry lab::

MedTechEd:
::waits for a second to decide if he should turn on the unit::

OPS_Varel:
CO:  Captain..  my DC teams just finished preping the bridge for the new module..  I'm sending them to other areas of the ship now..

XO_Ktarn:
CO: i going to check on sickbay, the brig and shuttlebay.  make sure ever thing is ok

OPS_Varel:
CO:  I've also got several teams in M.E.

CO_Ber:
XO: carry on....

CSO_Grant:
::inspects lab, checks on chemical stocks paying close attention to batch numbers::

CO_Ber:
Varel: good work......they have one?

XO_Ktarn:
Computer: open BB door auth K'tarnjaybird3lark2

SCl_Kem:
:: runs simulation on new programming, disappointed with results.  modifies programming ::

MedTechEd:
::turns on the unit and stabilizes Abrams::

XO_Ktarn:
::enter the tl door as they open::

XO_Ktarn:
tl: sickbay

OPS_Varel:
CO:  Mr. Ktarn informed me we would be getting a module at the base sir..  So I went ahead and had to teams make as much prep. enroute as possible

CO_Ber:
Itolya: viewer please

XO_Ktarn:
::feels the lift move::

MedTechEd:
::reseals some wounds that opened during the convusions::

CSO_Grant:
::finds a missing vial of boron,  notices some used decides to write it up . Probably show it to CTO::

Nicke_AGM:
<FCO> aye sir  :: initiates viewer::

CSO_Grant:
::reams out techs::

CTO_Ross:
Co: sir, I'm afraid I have to shut down some of the tactical systems in order to make the repairs easier on the station personell.

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: the tow barge comes into view

CO_Ber:
Ross: justleave us the torpedo bays...

CSO_Grant:
::leaves chemistry lab::

XO_Ktarn:
::arrives at sickbay::

SCl_Kem:
*CSO*:  I think I've got my nannite experiment reprogrammed enough to assist with repairs in engineering.  The can help on a microscopic level sir.

XO_Ktarn:
::walks over the abrams bunck::

CO_Ber:
Varel: state of repairs?

MedTechEd:
::sees Abrams come around::

XO_Ktarn:
ed: what is Mr Abrams condition?

CTO_Ross:
Co: aye sir... thats about all thats functioning anyhow. ::shuts down tactical systems...::

OPS_Varel:
CO:  Coming along slowly Captain..  engineering is a huge mess..  I've got most of my teams working on it..  along with the few remaining engineers..

MedTechEd:
::startled that the XO snuck up on him like that::

OPS_Varel:
CO:  Sickbay is full

CSO_Grant:
*SCI_KEM*: sounds good to me, confirm it is ok with CEO and OPS

MedTechEd:
XO: he has just gone through some sort of nervous convulsions.  He is now stable and He may recover.

CSO_Grant:
::enters astrophysics lab::

SCl_Kem:
Varel, *CEO*:  I believe I've got a nannite program that can assist in engineering with your permissions.

OPS_Varel:
::hmm...  nannite programs::

SCl_Kem:
:: transfers data to Varel ::

CO_Ber:
*MedTech* Abrams condition?

OPS_Varel:
::looks over Data...  they could help at that::

CTO_Ross:
Co; all tac systems are now down for good... the only functioning systems are forward and aft torpedo bays.

XO_Ktarn:
Ed: Make sure he servies

CSO_Grant:
::inspects equipment and scanners in lab. Finds most of it in order but leaves certain functions locked out to battle bridge control::

MedTechEd:
::wonders how many people are going to ask that::

OPS_Varel:
Kem:  If you use them in the hard to reach areas, they could be a huge asset..

CSO_Grant:
::gives stern lecture to tech::

SCl_Kem:
Varel:  On the way sir.

CO_Ber:
CTO: very well........keep tactical sensors up.....

SCl_Kem:
:: proceeds to SCI Lab 3 to collect experiment and run last test ::

MedTechEd:
*CO*: As I have just related to the XO, Mr. Abrams has gone through a nervous convulsion, but is now stable.  It appears that he will be concious soon.

OPS_Varel:
::looks at the power board, which now looks like a Christmas tree with all the red and green lights::

XO_Ktarn:
::checks on the other wounded::

CO_Ber:
*MedTech* get me  casualtyreportas soon as possible....

CTO_Ross:
Co: aye sir, but I wont be able to keep the long range sensors operating for long. the relays aren't getting all the power they need, and the reserves are almoast gone.

CSO_Grant:
::notes that astrophysics is in pretty good shape, perhaps some of its equipment could be used to help engineering::

MedTechEd:
*CO*: Aye, Sir.

SCl_Kem:
:: runs tricorder over nannites to finish programming for repairs... heads to engineering ::

CO_Ber:
CTO: the best you can mister.....the best you can....

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: power levels fluctuate irratically

XO_Ktarn:
::exits sickbay and heads for the shuttlebay::

OPS_Varel:
::what the...  attempts to find the cause for the fluctuation::

CTO_Ross:
::looks up at the captain, and wonders if something is going to happen:: CO: aye sir.

MedTechEd:
::wonders how the XO can move so silently::

CSO_Grant:
*CEO* I can spare some astrophysics techs and equipment to help you if you need them

FCOAbrams:
::begins to see a bright light nearby::

SCl_Kem:
:: releases nannites into circuitry in engineering.  Links tricorder to main computer and nannites to coordinate repairs. ::

OPS_Varel:
CO:  Captain..  I need to take power from the tactical sensors..  we just had a big problem with the axionic flux array...

CTO_Ross:
::looks up at ops, then the captain with a worried look::

XO_Ktarn:
::arrives outside the shuttlebay and checks up on the two guards::

Nicke_AGM:
<Tug>*Delphyne* we are preparing tow beams....

OPS_Varel:
::double checks his board::

CSO_Grant:
::heads for battle bridge::

CO_Ber:
::shakes head:: OPS: go ahead.....

FCOAbrams:
::realizes that it is an examination light and he is on a biobed::

XO_Ktarn:
::then rounds the corener and sees the rest of the guards::

CSO_Grant:
::enters TL::

CO_Ber:
*Tug* acknowledged

OPS_Varel:
CO:  I might be able to, and I stress the word might, get enough power if I completely shut down deck 1..  which would include the stasis fields..  your choice sir..

CSO_Grant:
::exits TL onto battle bridge::

MedTechEd:
Abrams:  How are you feeling?

XO_Ktarn:
::moves on the inspect the brig where the sensior strom tratior are kept::

SCl_Kem:
:: sends nannites to effect repairs with power grid ::

FCOAbrams now that's a pretty stupid question

OPS_Varel:
::waits the CO's answer::

CO_Ber:
OPS: well. no,but.....keep the option open if we need it.clear the sections needed, just in case.

CSO_Grant:
::nods respectfully to CO and takes over SCI station::

CTO_Ross:
Co: sir, I'm not sur what ay happen, but I reccomend you go with ops's first idea. if we dont, tactical may fry half the systems onboard while we are enrout. and I doubt anyone will mess with us anyhow.

OPS_Varel:
CO:  Aye sir..

FCOAbrams:
::tries to sit up and flops back on the bed::

FCOAbrams what the hell?

OPS_Varel:
::takes power from the tactical sensors and stablizes that pesky flux array::  CO/TAC:  Reserve tactical sensors are offline and primaries are down by 10%..  thats the best I can do right now..

FCOAbrams:
::looks to see new arm and leg::

FCOAbrams:
Ed:  how am I supposed to work these?

CTO_Ross:
OPS: what is the status of the long range sensore aux power? I'm loosing res on those sensores...

XO_Ktarn:
::finish his inspect and heads main engineering::

OPS_Varel:
::checks::  CTO:  Fluctuating slighty, like pretty much everything else..  but its within the lower tolerance levels..

SCl_Kem:
:: notes nannites performing repairs 20% faster than humans ::

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: power levels suddenly strain

MedTechEd:
Abrams:  you're not.  It will take weeks of therapy.  Not to mention the 1000 page owner's manual that comes with them.

XO_Ktarn:
*OPS*: has Starbase 191 given you an update on the deliever of teh brigde module?

CSO_Grant:
:: examines long range sensor outputs::

CTO_Ross:
::sighs:: OPS: verry well... Co: sir, long range sensores wont last longer than a half hour at max... and I'm still loosing resolution.

OPS_Varel:
::not again::  CO:  Captain, we've got to much running..  our resources are stressed now..  and with everything fluctuating...  i recammend either of the following courses, although both might be best...

CO_Ber:
OPS: eta to SB191?

FCOAbrams:
Ed: What do I do now?

OPS_Varel:
CO:  1) shut down deck 1 completely..

OPS_Varel:
CO: 2) start shutting down other decks, after security clears them

OPS_Varel:
*XO* Negative sir

OPS_Varel:
CO: 5 hours sir

XO_Ktarn:
::checks out engineering::

XO_Ktarn:
::sees the assitant engineer and heads over to talk::

OPS_Varel:
::gets another report from his damage control teams::

CSO_Grant:
CTO: long range scanners could stabilize if we reduce demand for signals greater than 50 ghz

CTO_Ross:
CSO: nto bye mutch, and there wont be enough power to sustain the sensores for mutch longer any way you go.

OPS_Varel:
::checks to see what is draining so much power::

MedTechEd:
Abrams: Just lay down and rest.  Those limbs need to get acclimated to your system.  Your system also needs to rest from all that trauma you went through.

SCl_Kem:
*OPS*:  the nannites have affected repairs of the engineering power grid, I'm moving onto the plasma flow injectors ::

OPS_Varel:
::finds something interesting::

CSO_Grant:
CTO: it will by you some time

CTO_Ross:
CO: sir, I recomend shuting down long range sensores. the tug should have some, and we could use the power elsewhere.

MedTechEd:
::gives Abrams a mild sedative/painkiller and walks to another patient::

CO_Ber:
CTO: yes.

XO_Ktarn:
::heads back the battle bridge

CSO_Grant:
:: prepares to take sci functions on long range scanners offline::

OPS_Varel:
CO:  Captain..  I've found something you might be interested in seeing..  I just found a discrete subharmonic plasma stream hidden in a plasma stream in engineering..  its sucking power like a parasite..  if we could bypass it, we should be ok...

EnsAbrams:
::feels the drug take effect and decides to rest::

CTO_Ross:
Co: verry well sir. OPS: you are cleared to shut down logn range sensores.

SCl_Kem:
:: assigning new repair priorites to propulsion ::

OPS_Varel:
CO:  But I've never seen anything like it before..  although I think oneof the traitors placed it there...

CO_Ber:
::stands and walks over to OPS control.looks at console screen::

OPS_Varel:
CTO:  Acknowledged..  ::shuts down long range sensors::

EnsAbrams:
::tries to remember just what happened to get him into sickbay::

CSO_Grant:
::takes all sci functions on long range scanners offline::

OPS_Varel:
::shows the CO where the discrete subharmonic plasma stream is::

CO_Ber:
OPS: probably how they illuded communications and rerouted the systems.....shutit down.

XO_Ktarn:
::arrives on the BB after passing the securtiy check points::

CSO_Grant:
::notes that all experiments are now off line that needed long range scanners::

CO_Ber:
OPS: wait

EnsAbrams how did I lose my arm and leg?  I can't remember...

CO_Ber:
OPS: follow it back........check for boobytraps.

OPS_Varel:
::looks at the Captain::  CO:  Aye sir..

CTO_Ross:
Grant: don't worry about the science sensores, I doubt if we use them for the rest of this mission.

XO_Ktarn:
::heads over to the command deck::

OPS_Varel:
::starts tracing the path of the discrete subharmonic plasma stream::

CO_Ber:
::turns  to the engineering console and follows the routing.::

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: OPS finds a hidded encoded sequence initiater

OPS_Varel:
CO:  Found something sir..  they hid a sequence initiater in it..

CO_Ber:
OPS: jt34....theres something at the harmonic junction

SCl_Kem:
:: Notes nannites are addressing the subharmornic plasma stream problem ::

SCl_Kem:
:: ooops ::

CO_Ber:
KEm: would you go take a look see

EnsAbrams:
::drifts off to sleep::

CO_Ber:
OPS: lets take it back further

SCl_Kem:
*CO*:  er... My experiment is working on the problem.  I'll go to JT34 and see what I can find.

CSO_Grant:
::*SCI_KEM* co-ordinate your nannites with OPS on sequence iniator

OPS_Varel:
CO:  Aye sir..  ::continues tracing the path::

CO_Ber:
Kem: remove it

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: abrams drifts off into unconsciousness again....flashes of events run through his mind...

XO_Ktarn:
ross: was the SSH Deleted?

SCl_Kem:
:: pulling panel on JT34... entering ::

SCl_Kem:
:: scanning with tricorder ::

CTO_Ross:
Xo: completely sir. all records in the delphyne computer were also deleted.

SCl_Kem:
:: notices something very odd ::

SCl_Kem:
:: cringes ::

SCl_Kem:
*CO*:  We've got a plasma bomb here, I don't quite know how to isolate it.  My readings show that it'll detonate in 3 hours if we don't do anything about it.

OPS_Varel:
CO:  Captain..  have your found anything else yet?

SCl_Kem:
*Bridge* I could use an engineering tech down here.

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: Ens Kem finds something wired....

CO_Ber:
OPS: no. just that thing. have the tug lock on to it

XO_Ktarn:
FCO: eta to the starbase?

EnsAbrams:
::flashes of reality mix with images of a dream::

OPS_Varel:
CO:  Are you sure thats wise sir?  I've seen bombs that have auto trigger's on transport or even if something locks onto it..  in fact, we've used that setup ourselves before...

EnsAbrams:
it's difficult to determine which is which::

CSO_Grant:
*SCI_KEM* I have sent two astrophyscis tech to engineering , I'll reroute them to assist you

SCl_Kem:
*CSO*: Acknowledged.

CSO_Grant:
:: uses ship comm to order techs to report to Ens Kem'et::

CO_Ber:
*Kem* can you contain it in a field?

SCl_Kem:
:: scans... determines bomb is receiving plasma from engine systems.  Recalculates time to detonation ::

XO_Ktarn:
::waits for the FCO to answer::

EnsAbrams:
::images of phasers and the bridge mix with flashes of pain and a huge headache::

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: as Ens Kem scans the bomb, its detonation time speeds up

CTO_Ross:
Co: sir, we have no internal shields generators online. we may a have fiew portable ones, but I'm not sure.

SCl_Kem:
*CO*  Negative, to much power in the explosion, can't contain it.  I seem to have miscalculated the time.

SCl_Kem:
*bridge* Detonation in 1 hour.

EnsAbrams:
::other images of a holodeck and another bright light emerge::

XO_Ktarn:
Ross: clear all decks around that area

CO_Ber:
Kem: well put a containment field around the area.take whatever power you need....close off the decks possibly affected

SCl_Kem:
:: begins to reprogram the nannites to shut down the plasma flow injectors ::

CTO_Ross:
K'tarn: aye.

CSO_Grant:
*SCI_Kem* see if the techs brought the portable kronoton generator with them it might slow the bomb down

OPS_Varel:
::hmm..  plasma bomb::  CO:  Captain..  During my time in the Bajoran militia, I disarmed several Cardassian design plasma bombs..  but never one rigged into the plasma stream from our engines...

EnsAbrams:
::people shouting at him, more pain, hyposprays...::

SCl_Kem:
*ALL* Aye,

CTO_Ross:
*All personell*:this is an emergency, evacuate ddeck 7 imediatly. this is not a drill.

CO_Ber:
OPS: well, we have an hour.....want to take a look?

OPS_Varel:
CO:  Might was well Captain..  I don't think it could hurt anything..

XO_Ktarn:
Ross: decks 6 and 8 as well

EnsAbrams:
::trying to fight them, no good...darkness...::

SCl_Kem:
*Bridge*:  I've cut off the plasma flow to the bomb, but it has enough to take 3 decks of the ship with it.  Containment field or not.

CO_Ber:
OPS: go.I'll take OPS

OPS_Varel:
CO:Yes sir

CTO_Ross:
K'tarn: aye sir. ::oders the evacuation of decks 6, 7, and8::

XO_Ktarn:
CO: I sugest we lower bluck heads on decks 6 through 8

OPS_Varel:
::leaves his console and exits the BB, clearing the auth.coded doors and hustles to deck 7::

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: the plasma flow is stopped but it is still armed with enough plasma to make serious damage....the timer speeds up then slows down

SCl_Kem:
*OPS*:  I can send the nannites in.  They can stop the mechanical parts, but not the chemical parts.  They can stop the count down.

OPS_Varel:
::arrives at the plasma bomb and takes a look at it::

EnsAbrams:
::the images return...more hypos..pain...bright light...people chanting, then shouting...::

OPS_Varel:
::hmm::

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: The bombs timer again speeds up........

SCl_Kem:
OPS:  What do you think.  Stop the count down?

SCl_Kem:
:: notes 15 minutes on counter ::

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: the seconds speed by

OPS_Varel:
*CO*  Captain..  we're in luck..  the model is Cardassian in design..  although the timer seems to not want to give us a good reading..  so I have no way of knowing how long till it blows...

CO_Ber:
XO: of course

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: the timer then slows down to normal................

EnsAbrams:
::the headache is unbearable...more images of the Captain...pain...phasers...::

XO_Ktarn:
Ross; Close all bluck heads on decks 6 through 8

OPS_Varel:
Kem:  On this type of bomb, it has a failsafe..  if you stop the timer without using the proper acess codes, it blows..

CSO_Grant:
*SCI_KEM* you might try to cool the plasma in it

OPS_Varel:
::thinks back to his days in the bajoran militia..  and the courses he took in disarming bombs::

CTO_Ross:
Xo: aye sir, but I dont know what goood it will do with no structural enforcing. ::closes all bukheads on decks 6 thru 8.::

EnsAbrams:
::...why would I do that?...the headache grows worse...my head will explode!...::

SCl_Kem:
*CSO*:  No way to do that, unless we flood the JT with....

XO_Ktarn:
ross: and have medical, engineer and securtyi teams on standy by on decks 5 and 9

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: the seconds tick down as the OPS and SCI officers discuss their plans for the bomb

EnsAbrams:
::...begins to see the Captain as evil...must be destroyed...NO!...I can't...::

SCl_Kem:
*Computer*  prepare to flood the JT34 with replicated liquid nitrogen.

CO_Ber:
*OPS* what if we freeze the area??

CTO_Ross:
Xo: aye sir. *eng/med8:please standbuy on decks 9 and 5 for casualtys and damadge repair.

OPS_Varel:
*CO*  Just thinking the same thing Captain...  the problem is..  it would have to be so cold that I would need the gloves from an enviro suit to touch it again...

SCl_Kem:
Varel:  We freeze the thing and stop it with the nannites at the same time.  I'll lose my experiment but I can always begin again.

CSO_Grant:
CO: our people could use emergency suits in that area to protect themselves

EnsAbrams:
::...darkness falls again...headache is gone...I'm back on the bridge...safety...::

OPS_Varel:
Kem:  That just might work...  can you control your nannites remotely?

SCl_Kem:
Yes, but we'll have to abandone the JT for now.

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: diagnostics pick up what could be another device near engineering.......

OPS_Varel:
Kem:  Alright..  That's fine..  *CO*  Captain..  if we freeze the bomb, I should be able to use the nannites to open it up and disarm it..  but I can do it remotely, so no lives should be lost, even if I mess up and its blows..

CO_Ber:
*OPS*: go ahead, but we'repicking up another one in jt 31.near engineering

SCl_Kem:
:: hands Varel the PADD, explains the nannite activation sequence ::

XO_Ktarn:
CO: Perphase we sound have one of our prinsor disarm the devices

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: the seconds click away..................

EnsAbrams:
::...images of a phaser in his hand float up to the surface...visions of the Captain moving closer...more bright lights, but no pain...::

OPS_Varel:
::wonderful..  takes the PADD from Kem::  You want to check out JT31, or join me back on the battle bridge?

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: the second bomb is set to go off 15 minutes after the first

CO_Ber:
XO: well, we could have sec interogate their leader...Mr. Rush......

SCl_Kem:
*CO*:  I suggest that we vent all the plasma from the engines out the warp nacelles.  We can't rish giving these bombs more power.

CTO_Ross:
Co: sir, the evac is complete.

CO_Ber:
*KEM* doit....

OPS_Varel:
::overhears Kem::  *CO*  I agree captain..

SCl_Kem:
OPS:  I'm on the way to JT31.  See you soon.  Today is a good day to die.

XO_Ktarn:
CO: I go talk with him::grins::

OPS_Varel:
Kem:  That may be Mr. Kem, but I hope we don't have to prove it just let..

CO_Ber:
XO: move it mister ::points::

XO_Ktarn:
RossL Beam me right outside the main shuttle bay

OPS_Varel:
::hustles back up to the battle bridge, stopping long enough to enter his auth. codes::

SCl_Kem:
:: stops off at engineering to engage plasma venting ::

SCl_Kem:
OPS: Understood.

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: the plasma venters are stuck

CSO_Grant:
CO: if both bombs are same type maybe same proceedure will help

CO_Ber:
::routes controls to Captains chair::

OPS_Varel:
::arrives on the battle bridge and goes over to a free station, accesses the nannites and familarizes himself with the controls::

SCl_Kem:
Engineers:  Find out why the hell the plasma vents are stuck.  NOW!

CO_Ber:
Grant: send down your information....

CTO_Ross:
Xo: Aye sir. ::begins transport sequince an transports k'tarn to the main shuttle bay::

SCl_Kem:
:: moves into JT heading for 31 ::

EnsAbrams:
::...the pain returns, but is different...not a headache...shooting pain from the side...images of the floor of the bridge...::

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: and the seconds tick off......................

OPS_Varel:
::takes and deep breath and slowly lets it out::  CO:  Captain, I'm ready if you are...

XO_Ktarn:
::arrives outside the brig::

CTO_Ross (Sound - Transporter.wav):

CSO_Grant:
CO: with no nanites to defuse bomb you get the equavalent of a giant spilled slushie

XO_Ktarn:
::goes to rush cell::

CO_Ber:
::looks at panel:: Kem: if you can't unstick them. take out a phaser and vaporize  the vents.......we will get another at SB191

XO_Ktarn:
::motion for the guard to drop the Force field so he can enter::

EnsAbrams:
::...he sees his hands pressing butons on the phaser...trys to stop himself...phaser overload!...NO!...::

SCl_Kem:
:: finds device scans it.... notes that it does not have enough plasma to cause serious damge ::

XO_Ktarn:
::Enters the shields and force fields raises::

OPS_Varel:
CO:  Captain..  shall I proceed?

SCl_Kem:
*Computer* activate force field around device in JT31.

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: the scan causes the timer to speed up............then it slows back down.............

CO_Ber:
*OPS* proceed......

XO_Ktarn:
::growles::Rush: Your going to tell me how to deactive you bombs or else

OPS_Varel:
CO:  Aye sir..  here we go...

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: and the seconds tic away...............

SCl_Kem:
*CO*  I've secured one device.  It doesn't have enough plasma to truely dangerous.  *OPS*  Hows the other one?

CO_Ber:
::turns on sec cam of jt34::

Nicke_AGM:
<RUSH>::looks at K'tar::  what bomb??

OPS_Varel:
*Computer* Initiate deep freeze of jt34...

OPS_Varel:
::ignores his combadge so he can concentrate::

Nicke_AGM:
<Rush>::looks coldly at K'tarn:: you figure it out.........::mutters::

CO_Ber:
::hmm, stupid thing isn't working.......::

OPS_Varel:
::waits for the temperature to drop..  which is does quickly::

XO_Ktarn:
Rush: Do not act dumb with me.  The ones u place at jt34 adn jt 31

EnsAbrams:
::...this must be a dream...I couldn't do these tings...::

Nicke_AGM:
<rush> what makes you think I placed them/????

OPS_Varel:
::takes a deep breath and lets it out slowly, the brings the nannites into position::

XO_Ktarn:
*Bridge*: Lock on to Mr Rush and get readty to beam him to jt34 on my order

Nicke_AGM:
<Rush>::moves eyes toward chronometer:: ::smiles::

SCl_Kem:
*Computer* Confirm that device in JT31 is secure in forcefield.

Nicke_AGM:
<Rush>::glares at K'tarn::

OPS_Varel:
::ok..  use 1 to cut open, and 1 to disarm..  easy enough..  done it hundreds of times back on Bajor::

CTO_Ross:
K'tarn: aye sir. ::locks on:: ready sir.

XO_Ktarn:
RusH: either you tell me how to deactive them or i beam you to them::smiles::

OPS_Varel:
::starts the nannites into motion and::

Nicke_AGM:
<Rush>K'tarn: ::narrows eyes:: go ahead, im a deadman anyway

XO_Ktarn:
::gets ready to tap his combadge::

CO_Ber:
::checks shuttle bay sec cam::

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: the nannites begin their work

XO_Ktarn:
Rush: not yet you are.

EnsAbrams:
::suddenly bolts upright inthe biobed and shouts: Oh my God!!!

CO_Ber:
::ah.that one works.....watches Ktarn......::

Nicke_AGM:
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